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Works to protect and strengthen democracy 

urging citizens to be informed voters.  

 We study public policy.  

 We take positions on issues, and we 

 Advocate for change on issues of public  policy. 

 

We do not advocate for or against any politician, 

candidate for office or political party. 



 

 Full disclosure of campaign 

contributions 

 A fair, open and accessible 

electoral process  

 



Review history of campaign 

finance with emphasis on 2010 

Supreme Court decision Citizen 

United 

Our emphasis: how money in 

elections impacts democracy 





 Amendments to Constitution 

 Supreme Court Decisions 

 Legislation 

 Regulations 



 15th Amendment to Constitution (1870)- 

men right to vote regardless of race, 

color or previous condition of servitude 

 19th Amendment to Constitution (1920) – 

women right to vote 

 Voting Rights Act 0f 1965 – eliminated 

tests such as poll tax 

 26th Amendment to Constitution ( 1971) 

–lowered voting age to 18 



Tillman Act (1907)-  forbade corporations from funding 

political campaigns 

 

Taft Hartley Act (1947) – banned union contributions to 

political campaigns 

 

Federal Election Campaign  Act (FECA) (1971) – required 

donor disclosure, limits on individual and corporate 

donations, etc 

 

Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (2002) (McCain/Feingold) 

– leveled playing field for candidates; limited corporate and 

union advertising in campaigns 

Congressional Acts Limiting Funding of 

Electoral Campaigns 



(Enacted in 1971, amended 1974, 1976) 

 Required donor disclosure 

 Set limits on contributions 

 Set limits on expenditures 

 Created a framework for public 

funding of campaigns 

 Established the Federal Election 

Commission 



Overturned limits on candidates’             

contributions to their own 

campaigns(1976) 

Overturned limits on campaign  

 spending (1976) 

Overturned ban on corporations  

 influencing ballot questions and  

 referendums (1978) 

Weakened public funding of campaigns      

 (2008)  



V . 



 

Ruled that Corporations: 

 Have free speech rights in the political 

process 

 Can spend unlimited amounts in elections 

 

This decision overturned 100 years of legislation 

and Supreme Court precedent regulating 

corporate spending in elections. 



“The concept that government may restrict 
the speech of some elements of society in 
order to enhance the relative voice of 
others is wholly foreign to the First 
Amendment which was designed to secure 
‘the widest possible dissemination of 
information from diverse and antagonistic 
sources.’” 



“The Court's opinion is a rejection of the common sense of 

the American people, who have recognized a need to 

prevent corporations from undermining self-
government since the founding, and who have fought 

against the distinctive corrupting potential of corporate 

electioneering since the days of Theodore Roosevelt.  It is a 

strange time to repudiate that common sense. While 

American democracy is imperfect, few outside the 
majority of this Court would have thought its flaws 
included a dearth of corporate money in politics.” 

                                                                 Justice Stevens 



 Enforcement of Campaign Finance Laws  

 Donor Disclosure of Funding   

 Corporate Charter Law Enforcement  

 S.E.C. rule to govern corporate political 

campaigning 

 Public Funding for all federal candidates 

 Constitutional Amendment 



Shall the state senator from this district be 

instructed to vote in favor of a resolution 

calling upon Congress to propose an 

amendment to the US Constitution affirming 

that 1) corporations are not entitled to the 

constitutional rights of human beings, and 

2) both Congress and the states may place 

limits on political contributions and political 

spending? 







“If money is speech,  

no money is no speech” 
(11/2012) 
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Step 1: 

Congress passes an amendment by a 2/3 vote 

of both the House and the Senate, 

or 

A Constitutional Convention called for by 2/3 

of the State Legislatures passes an  

amendment. 

 

Step 2:  

The amendment is ratified by 3/4 of the States 

(or 38 of the 50) 



Limiting Constitutional rights to natural 

 persons/human beings 

Limiting contributions and spending on  

political activity 

Restoring the power of Congress and the  

States to regulate the raising and spending 

of money for elections 

Prohibiting contributions from foreign  

nationals and foreign entities to influence 

elections 



A legal entity that is granted a 
charter by a state giving rights, 
privileges, and liabilities distinct 
from those of its members, 
shareholders and employees. 



Search...

(e.g. Donors, Politicians, Corporations and more)

2012 Presidential Race

Presidential candidates have already raised and spent millions of dollars in the 2012 campaign, as we know from the reports they're required to file each month with
the Federal Election Commission. Here OpenSecrets.org highlights how the White House hopefuls are stacking up in the money chase, highlighting a comparison of
the front-runners.

See all active candidates

See all candidates -- including those who have dropped out.

 

Barack Obama (D) Mitt Romney (R)

Raised $715,677,692 $446,135,997

Spent $683,546,548 $433,281,516

Debts $7,223,153 $1,200,000

Cash
(on Hand)

$5,397,399 $12,921,629

Overall
Spending
(See More)

BLUE TEAM
$1,103,019,185

RED TEAM
$1,224,397,002

Source of Funds

Small Indiv Contrib. 
Large Indiv. Contrib.

$233,215,440
$489,660,089

Individual contributions $715,150,163

PAC contributions $0

Candidate self-financing $5,000

Federal Funds $0

Other $522,529



 Democracy In The Balance 

In the wake of the Citizens’ United decision, 
outside spending—spending that is not 
conducted by or coordinated with a 
candidate or political party—accounted for 
20% of total 2012 spending for all federal 
elections. Commentators have noted with 
various degrees of satisfaction that the 
return to the investors making these 
independent expenditures was remarkably 
low. 
 
[Ref. 1, p. 4, Figure 3] 
 
 
 

SO WHAT’S THE PROBLEM? 
First, the money: 
Newly minted Super PACS dominated outside spending, aggregating huge sums from 
millionaires and billionaires and accounting for more than 60% of the total $1.03 billion in 
outside spending reported to the FEC.[Ref. 1, p. 3] 

The $313.0 million raised by small donors to the Obama and Romney campaigns combined 
came from over 3.7 million individual donors.  But it took only 32 Super PAC donors to 
exceed this amount. One person alone, casino mogul Sheldon Adelson, gave at least $91.8 
million.[Ref. 1, pp. 9-10] 

Outside spending in top Senate races was 12 times greater in 2012 than in 2006.[Ref. 2, p. 3] 
Despite well-publicized defeats of well-funded candidates in high-profile races, candidates 
who raise and spend most still win in the majority of cases (84% of House races in 2012, 
and 67% of Senate races[Ref. 1, p. 18].)  
Big outside spenders are driving up the cost of down-ballot races, where they can have a 
bigger marginal impact. Chevron put $1.2 million into a campaign committee backing three 
candidates for city council in Richmond, CA, in 2012.[Ref 3]  (Two of them won.)  The 
company spent almost that much attempting to oust the mayor in 2010.  (He won anyway.) 

Now, the other problems: 
Money influences who can run for office 
Money plays a huge role in determining who runs for office in the first place.  For example, 
challengers to incumbents had to depend on self-financing for more than 20% of their funds 
in 2012 House and Senate races, and incumbents were able to raise and spend five times as 
much as their challengers.[Ref. 1, p.21] 

Secrecy insulates big spenders from accountability 
Nearly half of all spending by unrestricted outside groups to influence 2012’s top Senate 
races was spent by groups not required to disclose their donors.[Ref. 4, p. 3]  In addition, some 



 Democracy In The Balance 

Super PAC donors hid their identities behind for-profit “shell corporations”, accounting for 
nearly $17 million.[Ref. 1, p. 11] 

Large donors dominate the agenda 
Campaign funders get to frame the issues.  
The policy agendas of wealthy donors differ 
from those of other citizens, especially on 
economic issues.[Ref. 1, p.16]   

Meanwhile, politicians fearful of the fossil 
fuel industry barely uttered the words 
“climate change” during an election season 
marked by record droughts, forest fires and a 
“superstorm”. 

Trivialization of the debate 
A large fraction of outside spending goes to negative TV ads (about 85% of spending by the 
15 top-spending organizations making such expenditures, according to Public Citizen[Ref. 5, p. 

3]).  While negative campaigning has been on the rise for years, candidates can now distance 
themselves from it and avoid direct backlash. 

Independent groups  – not so independent….. 
Nearly 60% of Super PACs active in the 2012 election cycle were devoted to supporting or 
defeating a single candidate.[Ref 6, p. 3]  Many of these Super PACs were run by people who 
had previously worked for the campaign of that candidate or had other close ties to the 
candidate.  

Elected officials spend more time fundraising 
than doing what they were elected to do 

 
The amount of time members of Congress in both 
parties spend fundraising (a.k.a. “call time” plus 
part of other “outreach”) takes up an obscene 
portion of a typical day, whether in Washington or 
back home in their district..[Ref. 7] 
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